
June 6, 2022, 2022   

TOWN MANAGER REPORT for May 2, through June 4, 2022   

WATER/WASTEWATER  

 Did monthly meter reads. 

 Repaired 2 leaks. 

 Repaired leak on chlorinator. 

 Met with Dylan Lantis of Indian Health Services about requirements for potential IHS’ 

contribution to large water line project.  Ronda updated data on the LMI/Native resident 

spreadsheet and emailed it to him. I am in the process of creating the forms to track our 

data as he instructed.   

 Met with John Kristjanson about AMR/smart meters.  Received training on software.   

 Filled in dirt around some meters. 

 Pulled a meter that was turned off at a residence.       

 

CITY VEHICLE/CITY BUILDING MAINTENANCE/REPAIR/PURCHASES 

 Did oil changes and full maintenance on John Deere backhoe, Kubota, and 10’ mower 

except for hydraulic filters (had to order).    

 Moved equipment from front of fairgrounds to back.      

 

MOWING/SPRAYING/TREES & LIMBS 

 Hauled limbs from curbs multiple times as needed.  

 Picked up limbs at fairgrounds to prepare for mowing.  

 Burned tree pile at fairgrounds and cemetery. 

 Mowed everything twice and some areas three times, except for lagoons which were 

mowed once.   

 Sprayed fairgrounds and in front of lagoons.  

 Sprayed inside bank of lagoons for trees and Johnson grass.   

 Hand sprayed Main Street sidewalks and fairground fences 

 Sprayed alleys mainly where people don’t mow or take care of them.  Will do again this 

month if necessary.   

 

STREETS & DRAINAGE     

 Continual dirt work/clean-up on drainage at 7th and Fastrunner. Prepared it twice for sod 

then it rained. Will need to maintain until sod arrives and grass can be established. This 

task includes hauling dirt from ditch that washes down 7th Street to the school.    

 Sprayed drainage ditch by Thames Circle that runs from East St. East. 

 Sprayed Fastrunner ditches.   

 Repaired washout in road at Rambling Ridge. 

 Dirt work and sprayed to improve drainage: South 7th and Ponjo, and North 7th and                                                                                      

Fastrunner 



 Patched five (5) blocks on Towakone, one (1) block on 3rd St., one (1) block on 6th St. and 

entrance to Rambling Ridge from Fastrunner.   

 Cleaned out tinhorns after rain.  Still major work to do on Hwy 9/Hazlett and also on East 

Ponjo by the Co-op.   

 Worked on a couple of alley holes.      

 

WASTE/TRASH/TOWN CLEANUP 

 Had clean-up every Saturday in May, 8:00 am to noon. Had moderate participation.  Filled 

three roll-offs.  

 

COMMUNITY BUILDING/SENIOR NUTRITION 

 Repaired leak on kitchen sink. 

 Patched roof. 

 

CEMETERY 

 Repaired cemetery sign.   

 Sprayed south side. 

 Cut down large dead cedar tree. 

 Picked up limbs. 

 Did road work on driving lanes.   

 Assisted with cemetery crosses.     

 Filled in eight (8) graves.   

 

MISCELLANEOUS   

 Completed police inventory. 

 Assisted FCB School with mock car accident by blocking off Fastrunner.   

 Sheri and I attended the USDA meeting at CKTC regarding to funding.   

 Sheri and I met with Dayne Swanda representing Town of Apache to guide them about 

potential funding.     

 

DOGS AT-LARGE 

 Had five (5) complaints of aggressive dogs at large.   

 

COMMENTS and items for discussion 

  See list of needed repairs for Town Hall and Community Building.    

 

 

 

Robert Weaver, Town Manager/Maintenance Supervisor 
 


